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< br / > following the first to debut the Roshe LD 1000 to great acclaim. The desing of a fragment again teamed up NikeLab launched
a new color version of a black. Still maintain the fit appearance and LD-1000 Roshe, using black oil leather and suede mixing,
classic pattern of lightning pay floor drain in the heel position, but insole pattern size were replaced with the larger size version, the
overall texture to than a more significant for the senior, is expected on the 16th of this month landing NikeLab and official website
sale. (Editor: YOYO)
< p > "autumn struck, look at the turn of the season, shoes on the feet of course also will inevitably with a body shape and upgrading,
has not recently been favorite choice?? So you love wearing jogging shoes fans may wish to look at the upcoming 7 BALANCE NEW
new product launches in October. To M1300, CM1600, MT580, and ML999, M996 and m998 six popular models based. The seven
pairs of shoes by the large suede leather shoes production, and color were selected relatively pragmatic and black, grey, blue, red,
make whole autumn flavor thicker. Interested please login End to purchase many shoes.
Popular contacting NIKE ZOOM HUARACHE 64DIRK
2006-05-26 08:10:21 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn [source: Chinese shoes network] Print Close 
AIR ZOOM HUARACHE 64DIRK 
Model - Color: 314013-141 
English name: AIRZOOMHUARACHE64DIRK 
key technologies: Upper: synthetic leather with mesh provides lightweight durability when needed, comfortable, breathable feel and
supportive. 
in the end: the full-length PHYLON lightweight midsole. Full-length wrap ZOOMAIR cushion. Carbon fiber reinforced reaction spring
tray. 
outsole: hard rubber outsole with maximum traction herringbone pattern of bone design. 
Features: Lightweight feel with comfort, while enhancing sharpness. These are essential elements HUARACHE concepts. Suitable
for those with distinctive and smooth character of elite athletes. 
suggested retail price: 990.00 
size range: 6-11,12,13 
Listing Date: 2006/06/20 
Related news
Adidas Originals release new sports players do not note series 2015-05-21 11:37:23 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn [Source:
kidulty] Print Close 
Chinese shoes Network May 21 hearing, adidas Originals season again with "Made in Germany" as a selling point, the release of a
new "Made in Germany" Black do not note series. Which brought a total of Stan Smith and ZX 500 OG two shoe designs are based
on black tone, constitutes the use of high suede shoes, supplemented by white trim, contrast lining and soles, and through the tongue
"Made in Germany" symbol words made in Germany highest standard of workmanship. In addition, the series will be equipped with
specially designed shoes black gold shoe, highlighting the distinguished status of the series. It is reported that the new adidas "Made
in Germany" Black do not note series priced at $ 263. (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional shoe
News Media Partner: Orem Fort men) 
Duang !! sweep swept away, there are surprises !!! 
station
Related news
Retro rock style John Varvatos X CONVERSE All Star Hi Pictures 2013-12-08 22:25:41
John Varvatos-- famous fashion designer, had always been loyal CONVERSE Fans, more has published "only within the shoe
Converse sneakers" remarks to the outside world, has become the topic of the moment, and since then also do not take off his
CONVERSE The edge solution. Thus, since 2001, CONVERSE facilitate the brand loyal "fans" to launch classic style All Star and
Jack Purcell, since it is hit it off, the launch of the shoes give shoes fans of all ages make extensive collaboration between the two
until Present day. 
Recently, CONVERSE John Varvatos once again with the launch of a joint series, All Star for the shoes were made of high quality
leather, suede and washing to launch two different color, equipped now highly fashionable designer favored sideways zipper antique
rivets and other elements from the whole body of the shoe, like in the past as after processing, showing antique to do the old color,
absolutely tired of one ordinary All Star friends the best choice. It is reported that water version is priced at 140 euros, suede version
is priced at 120 euros.
Sports player Mark McNairy & timesadidas Originals do not note shoes series
2013-10-15 09:33:20 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn [Source: hypebeast] Print Close 
Chinese shoes Network October 15 hearing, the Japanese designer Kazuki Kuraishi fragment design as a member of the design
team, has been involved in the Levi's Fenom series and many other successful planning, and in its cooperation with adidas Original
launch After long silence Obyo series, previously known as Retrograde Resistance 84-Lab this new branch return, and a tree and a
stone warehouse Miyashita your margin of 84-74 lab experiment into the regional brand names. And Mark McNairy x adidas
Originals Kazuki Kuraishi this time with friends Mark McNairy cooperation by 84-lab "McNasty" series, will be Hook Shot, Collegiate
Navy, Rod Laver three double retro shoes gray, yellow, navy blue, etc. Kuraishi personal favorite color and contrast elements of
remodeling, supplemented by "McNasty Lo", tipping the words "RoMcNasty" etc. indicate cooperate identity. (Media Partner:
clothing with) 
Related news
Players Saucony Originals campaign launched "Freshly Picked" new work 2015-01-22 10:42:05 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn
[Source: kidulty] Print Close 
Chinese shoes network on January 22 hearing, Saucony Originals brought us "Freshly Picked" salivating new work, the object is a
classic Shadow 5000 models. As the name suggests, with fresh-picked berries inspired hair like, two shoes were given delicious
blueberries and blackberries soul were rendered in blue and purple tonesuppers with suede and mesh nylon construction, heel,
tongue and black tone laces bring a little bit into the calm temperamentand finally carrying white fresh running soles. Shooting Stills
product also full of thoughts to two kinds of fruit covered with blueberries and blackberries background, lying on top of Shadow 5000



as if just picked as "fresh", also brought fresh harbinger of spring. Both Saucony Originals Shadow 5000 "Freshly Picked" new works
will be on sale on February 1. (Media Partner: Buddy Shoes Anne shoes) 
Related news
brand vans Vans's OTW Prelow has brought the new Stripe Mili series for its shoes. In the collection of classic shoes, Pritchard and
Ludlow of the essence of the mixed blood on top of the shoe, the shoe is made of light weight material, and on the upper into the
same as the color of the color of the printed pattern, but also equipped with HD Ultracush. The series of shoes, a total of red, blue two
colors, priced at $90 U.S. dollars, equivalent to about 630 yuan, is currently available through the Vans online store. 
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